
2023 ISS MMS Configuration 
 
The latest version of the software can be downloaded from the website. 
https://www.integratedsports.net/iss_mms_synchro_download.asp 
ISS MMS Coach Card i-Judge 2022 
 
 
There is a new scoring system. 
The old scoring system is still available. 

SCORING 
Definition: An Element is a Technical Required Element, Hybrid or Acrobatic. 
 
2..5 officials will judge Elements. The number of elements is unique to each event. They will give one 
score to each element and the score is to the ¼ point. 
2..5 officials will judge Artistic Impression. Artistic Impression is made up of 3 parts. Choreography & 
Music, Performance and Transitions. 
1..3 officials will count deductions (penalties). Penalties are Small, Obvious and Major. They are STC 
judges (Synchronization Technical Controllers). 
1..3 officials will check the DD of each element and determine if they passed, need to be reviewed or are 
failed. They are DTC and DATC judges (Difficulty Technical Controller, and Assistants). 
1 Timer volunteer will time the routine (Walk on, deck, routine). I do not think USAAS use this position 
anymore because we know the length of the music beforehand. 
1..2 Referees can watch the action on the tablet. 
 
From the Scoring section, there is a big button that explains how we enter scores. 
From the Scoring section, there is a button (top right) that will display the coach card on file. 
From the Scoring section, scoring menu, Judge slips can be generated for the current event. It is highly 
recommended that the judges keep a paper trail of their scores. 
Some elments have a BM (Base mark). This is displayed far left. If an element is failed, it normally goes 
to base mark. The DD of the routine gets adjusted. To apply the basemark, double-click the value and it 
will change the DD. If you are instructed to change the DD to something else, highlight the DD, press ESC 
to clear it, then type in the new DD. 

  

https://www.integratedsports.net/iss_mms_synchro_download.asp


Coach Cards 
All routines must declare what elements they are going to do and the order in which they will perform 
them. Coach Cards are made with the Coach Card software which is a free download to every coach. 
The Coach Card software generates a Microsoft Excel file representing the Coach Card. 
From the events section in the ISS MMS, coach cards are assigned to each routine by; 

1) Select the routine (RHS) 
2) Drag n Drop the excel Coach Card onto the software 

If you need to modify a Coach Card, you can drag and drop the Excel file onto the Coach Card software 
and make the necessary changes. The chief scorer will be responsible for collecting and assigning all 
coach cards. The same card can be assigned to more than one routine if needed. 
Programming note: Once a coach card is assigned to a routine, the coach card gets copied into the coach 
card file but it no longer used. The information is extracted and stored in the ISS MMS. 
 

i-Judge Overview 
i-Judge consoles work similar to the previous consoles. There are now 2 versions of i-Judge AS. The new 
version is labelled 2022. 
There is a built in clock for the STC judges and the DTC / DATC judges. The rule for accepting a penalty is 
for 2 STC judges entering a deduction within ½ second of each other. 
Important: Set the time of day on the STC, DTC and DATC consoles. Hopefully reasonably accurate. 
At the start of the music, one of the STC judges needs to start the clock. It will start for everyone and 
each console will generate a time offset to synchronize their clocks to the clock that started the timer. 
WARNING: Do not mess around with the ISS MMS during a routine. If you do, it will reset the clock to 
zero and you will be sad. 
 
  



Elements 
All scores require 2 actions. The whole number, followed by the ¼ point. 
 

 
 
Elements Confirmation 

 
 
  



Artistic Impression 
All scores require 2 actions. The whole number, followed by the ¼ point. 
 

 
 
Artistic Impression Confirmation 

 
 
  



STC 
Penalties must be spaced by at least a ½ second. The buttons will be disabled for ½ second once 
pressed. 
The RHS displays all the deductions from all the STC judges. Only deductions entered within ½ second 
will be accepted. 
NOTE: If the clock is not running, the RHS will not work. 
 

 
 
STC Confirmation 
The first line are the deductions of the STC Judge. The second line is the summary to be used for scoring. 

 
 
  



DTC & DATC 
The LHS will follow the clock to let the controller know which element is coming up next. 
At the end of the routine, press Send to send the results to the ISS MMS. Failing an element does not 
change the scoring in the ISS MMS. It is the responsibility of the chief scorer to make any scoring 
changes based on the direction of the referee. 
 

 
 
 


